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In the past two decades, both transitional justice and displacement—espe-
cially internal displacement—have attracted significant attention as central 
issues to be addressed in international peacebuilding and postcrisis stabiliza-
tion efforts.1 In part, this stands as testimony to the political efforts and suc-
cess of a loose coalition of international scholars, nongovernmental organiza-
tions, international civil servants, and progressive politicians, diplomats, and 
government officials that have worked tirelessly to get and keep these issues 
on the international agenda. Historically, the two issues have come to interna-
tional prominence together, supported by different communities of activists. It 
is only recently that these communities have started to engage with each other 
on how to connect their fields of political action, and discussions remain in the 
early stages.2 One focus of this shared attention has been on how reparations 
efforts in transitional contexts should extend to displacement, in addition 
to the other violations and crimes such efforts usually cover. That these ini-
tial contacts are timely and relevant is underscored by the multiple situations 
around the world where massive violations of international humanitarian and 
human rights law have gone hand in hand with large-scale displacement, both 
of which need to be addressed in the context of peacemaking, peacebuilding, 
and transitional measures following regime change. 
 While much of this mutual engagement has been at the international 
policy and advocacy level, some reparations programs have in fact engaged 
with displacement.3 Prominent national experiences include the compensa-
tion program established in 2004 by Law 5233 in Turkey (which compensates 
the displaced for their inability to access assets during displacement)4 and the 
administrative reparations program established by the recent Victims’ Law in 
Colombia (which after long and arduous political discussions now foresees 
redress for displacement as such).5 The Property Claims Commission in Iraq 
also deserves mentioning here, especially the provisions in its mandate speci-
fying access to its restitution and compensation program for Iraq’s large dias-
pora.6 While it cannot be qualified as a transitional justice effort, the United 
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Nations Compensation Commission (UNCC) can serve as an example of a 
compensation scheme that provides redress for large-scale displacement. Cre-
ated by the UN Security Council in the aftermath of the first Gulf War (1990–
91), the UNCC provided financial compensation to, among others, those who 
fled Kuwait and Iraq because of the latter’s invasion of the former.7 
 Against this background, in this chapter I take a closer look at reparations 
in the context of large-scale displacement, focusing in particular on the idea 
that reparations programs should provide specific redress for displacement, 
independent from redress for other human rights violations. I focus on four 
central themes or questions connected to the idea of reparations for displace-
ment: (1) what reparations should look like in the context of redress for large-
scale displacement, (2) how to define displacement and whether the concept as it 
currently exists within the international protection discourse and practice can 
serve as a basis for reparations, (3) who the stakeholders are in a reparations 
effort, and (4) what the redress should be for (material losses, psychological 
suffering, etc.). In the last section, I discuss the wisdom and feasibility of repa-
rations for large-scale displacement in fragile state contexts and in situations 
where extreme poverty and widespread deprivation prevail.

from juridical reparaTions To reparaTions as  

BenefiTs for vicTims

 Juridical reparations refers to measures that “may be employed to redress the var-
ious types of harms that victims may have suffered as a consequence of certain 
crimes.”8 The “Van Boven-Bassiouni Principles,” adopted by the UN in 2005, 
define those measures as including “restitution, compensation, rehabilitation, 
satisfaction and guarantees of non-repetition.”9 Juridical reparations are part 
and parcel of contemporary international human rights law, international 
humanitarian law, and international criminal law, as evidenced, for example, 
by the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court.10 The concept has 
been primarily developed through international, regional, and national courts 
and tribunals, and the European and Inter-American Courts of Human Rights 
have played a preponderant and often trailblazing role. Today a rich treasure of 
jurisprudence exists, setting out the scope and nature of the reparations mea-
sures to which victims of different types of human rights and humanitarian 
law violations are entitled. 
 The objective of juridical reparations is full restitution, or returning the 
victims to the situation they were in before the violations took place. This is 
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achieved by undoing or, if that is impossible, compensating all forms of mate-
rial and physical harm inflicted on the victims. Methodologically, full restitu-
tion requires the identification and evaluation of the particular harm each indi-
vidual victim has suffered. This requires an individualized process and a quite 
intensive use of different types of evidence (documentary evidence, expert 
valuations, witnesses statements, and so on), as it is crucial for full restitution 
to establish exactly what losses and harms each victim has sustained. By defi-
nition, in the context of juridical reparations, measures of redress will tend to 
differ from case to case, as two victims will rarely have been in identical situ-
ations before the violations (even if they suffered from the same type of viola-
tions). The judicial processes used by courts and tribunals are well adapted to 
implement juridical reparations, and even if a special-purpose body is estab-
lished to provide reparations for a specific caseload, the use of an individual-
ized, judicial-style process will be unavoidable if full restitution is the aim. 
Inherently, judicial processes dealing with reparations for human rights vio-
lations tend to be time- and resource-consuming and hence quite demanding 
on the victims who need to participate in the identification, verification, and 
valuation of the exact violations and losses that were inflicted on them. More 
often than not, professional legal representation is indispensable for effective 
participation in such processes. 
 When the issue is redress for a very large number of people, juridical repa-
rations, and the objective of full, or integral, restitution, is usually neither a via-
ble nor, as will be argued further, a desirable option. Juridical reparations can 
work well in contexts where human rights violations are the exception rather 
than the rule and where as a consequence the universe of victims is limited. 
Similarly, the individualized approach to determining reparations demanded 
by integral restitution is possible in contexts where the number of victims 
is small, the specific human rights violations from which they suffered are 
relatively easy to establish, and the evidence to prove the particular damages 
each victim sustained is not too problematic to come by. None of these con-
ditions exist in contexts where, over a prolonged period time, human rights 
and humanitarian law violations were the rule rather than the exception, and 
where many thousands of people were affected as victims of those violations, 
including displacement. This is even more the case if such violations occurred 
in environments characterized by great informality, where document trails of 
birth certificates, identity cards, and evidence of residence or property rights 
are simply unavailable for most people. In such situations, full restitution and 
the individualized approach that needs to accompany it tend to be impossi-
ble from both an operational and a fiscal perspective.11 The selected country 
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examples in the box below serve as a reminder of the size and scope of sev-
eral displacement situations, many of which are informal (with the notable 
exception of Iraq, with its long bureaucratic tradition of documenting nearly 
everything).12 It is clear that the opportunities and limitations for reparations 
in such contexts will be shaped by the sheer number of people the programs 
are intended to serve. 

✓	 Afghanistan: more than 300,000 IDPs and 3 million refugees

✓	 Colombia: between 3.6 and 5 million IDPs and more than 100,000 

recognized refugees13

✓	 Democratic Republic of Congo: about 1.7 million IDPs and 

around 500,000 refugees

✓	 Iraq: an estimated 2.8 million IDPs and about 1 million refugees 
✓	 Palestine: 4.7 million refugees registered with the UN Relief and 

Works Agency for the Palestinian Refugees in the Near East14

✓	 Pakistan: close to 1 million IDPs and more than 30,000 refugees

✓	 Somalia: about 1.5 million IDPs and more than 700,000 refugees

 In contexts of mass human rights violations, it is more useful to under-
stand reparations as referring to “attempts to provide benefits directly to the 
victims of certain types of crime.”15 From a material perspective, this type 
of reparations does not aim for integral restitution but rather for the appar-
ently more modest objective of delivering benefits that are adequate and fair 
and that, under most circumstances, will fall short of making up for the total 
losses victims sustained. Procedurally, this type of reparations does not require 
an individualized judicial or quasi-judicial process16 and can be implemented 
through much lighter and faster procedures with, crucially, much more flex-
ible evidentiary standards.17 While at first sight this type of reparations may 
seem to short-change victims, in reality the (material) trade-off it appears to 
involve can be quite desirable from a transitional justice as well as a social 
justice perspective. Whereas juridical reparations tend to be available only to 
the relatively few victims who have the resources, education, evidence, and 
stamina to file and succeed a claim in court, reparations programs focusing on 
delivering benefits to victims have the potential to provide redress to, if not all, 
then at least the majority of victims, including the most vulnerable and needy 
among them. What distinguishes this type of reparations program from oth-
ers aimed at victims’ assistance are its “roots as a legal entitlement based on an 
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obligation to repair harm, and . . . an element of recognition of wrongdoing as 
well as harm, atonement or making good.”18 
 In terms of the benefits reparations programs of this type can deliver, no 
benefits need be excluded on a principled basis alone (although, arguably, the 
choice of benefits is limited by the “adequate and fair” criterion, which will 
be explained further). Benefits can be symbolic, material, or both. Examples 
of symbolic benefits include “official apologies, rehabilitation, the change of 
names of public spaces, the establishment of days of commemoration, the 
creation of museums and parks dedicated to the memory of victims.”19 The 
process of adopting and implementing a reparations program can contain an 
important symbolic element, even if it formally only provides material ben-
efits, provided it is done properly (itself a criteria that is highly contextual). A 
common material benefit that so far has been a component in all large-scale 
reparations programs is monetary compensation for individual victims, 
which can be delivered in cash (single payment or installments), in the form 
of a pension or allowance, or through shares in microfinance institutions.20 
Alternatives to cash are preferential or priority access to certain types of pub-
lic services or support, such as psychosocial support, targeted physical health 
services,21 social housing or housing allowances, free education, and other 
types of livelihood support. Finally, reparations programs can provide benefits 
to individual victims (“individual reparations”) or collectives (“community” 
or “collective” reparations22). While the latter form appears to be gathering 
support among transitional justice advocates, questions linger as to whether 
“community reparations” can ever be scaled up sufficiently to deal with a large 
universe of victims and affected communities and whether “such measures 
can be sufficiently differentiated from development programs.”23

 Given that reparations that provide benefits for victims do not have inte-
gral restitution as an objective and guideline to determine what redress should 
look like, the questions that arise are how to then determine that the repara-
tions effort is indeed sufficient from a material point of view and whether a for-
mula exists that can distinguish “worthy” from “unworthy” reparations efforts. 
What can and will eventually be done depends on a myriad of highly contex-
tual legal and nonlegal factors, which include the relative political prominence 
of the issue of victims’ reparations in comparison with other pressing matters, 
such as the demobilization of ex-combatants; the balance of power between 
local political actors (and their respective positions on victims’ reparations); 
the level of organization and political influence of victims’ organizations and 
other civil society actors (and, indeed, their particular priorities and demands); 
and the international community’s influence or lack thereof on local political 
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decisionmaking, as well as that community’s priorities and preferences in the 
given transitional situation. An additional factor is the extent to which dis-
placement itself is on the political radar and, indeed, from what perspective it 
is viewed by different political actors (it may well be that the reparations angle 
is simply neither used nor advocated for by the relevant local actors). More-
over, the extent to which a large-scale reparations program is subject to judicial 
oversight or interference may also have an impact on the benefits it eventually 
provides. In practice, the level of judicial control depends on the activism and 
attitudes of the local judiciary, the influence of international law on the domes-
tic legal framework, domestic law, and the willingness and ability of victims’ 
organizations to use the courts for reparations purposes. 
 In terms of what reparations suffice, then, no magic formula exists. How-
ever, in the context of large-scale reparations programs, the benefits provided 
to the victims should at least be adequate and fair. While it is difficult to pin 
down in the abstract what benefits can be regarded as adequate and fair, as 
views and standards vary from context to context, this can be a useable crite-
rion when considered against the background of a specific situation. The more 
complex question is in whose eyes this adequate-and-fair standard should be 
met and to what extent it is possible (and important) that a consensus around 
this is formed. First, unless most victims perceive the benefits provided by a 
reparations program as adequate and fair,24 the program is unlikely to bring 
full political closure to the reparations issue. Witness, for example, how long 
World War II victims of forced labor kept their reparations demands alive in 
light of the failure of (mostly) German companies that had profited from this 
forced labor to provide reparations that the victims considered adequate and 
fair.25 Second, reparations programs also have the potential to divide the vic-
tim population from within. What is adequate and fair for one segment of that 
population may be seen as inappropriate and unfair by another segment. This 
relates to a general, and sometimes overlooked, point that the universe of vic-
tims is seldom uniform. Usually, it will be as diverse in its opinions and views, 
including those about the specifics of reparations and transitional justice, as 
the wider population in the society. But more specifically, reparations policies 
can themselves divide victims, and in the context of displacement, perceptions 
about diasporas and internally displaced populations can vary quite starkly 
among victims of human rights violations who never left their homes, which 
will be discussed in more detail later. Third, the perceptions of the broader 
population also matter, arguably to a lesser degree than that of the victims, 
although it is difficult to conceive of a successful reparations program that 
would not be accepted by the broader society.

144
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 Beyond underscoring that “adequate and fair” is a contextual yardstick that 
faces its ultimate test in victims’ perceptions, it is worth underlining that the 
extent to which reparative benefits allow victims to overcome social exclu-
sion, reduce their vulnerability, and reconstruct their lives is likely to play 
a big role in how they think about the effort. Displaced persons in Kenya 
expressing the desire to have “their lives restored to normality”26 when asked 
about their reparative demands is just one indication of how important it is 
for a reparations program to be about the future as well as about the past. This 
is especially true in contexts where those who are now victims were poor and 
destitute before the human rights violations took place. For such victims, a 
reparations program focusing on integral restitution—and hence looking at 
the past as a measurement to determine what to do today—would yield little 
in terms of opportunities to construct a better, more humane and dignified 
life.27 They instead require a forward-looking effort, just like victims whose 
protracted displacement, lasting years if not decades, has pushed them (fur-
ther) into poverty and despair and for whom the prior situation is not more 
than a distant, often idealized memory. Simplified, large-scale reparations 
should not seek to recreate society as it existed before the conflict or the 
human rights violations (this was, after all, the environment in which conflict 
and violations found a fertile breeding ground) but rather aim to positively 
contribute to the development of a new society that, in some significant way, 
is better than the one that existed before. It is difficult to see, then, how repara-
tions could be successful without being connected to progressive politics, in 
the nonpartisan sense of trying to create a more just society with less despair 
and more shared “social hope.”28 
 Working toward a reparations policy that meaningfully increases victims’ 
ability to construct better lives for themselves almost invariably requires tak-
ing two steps. First, policymakers need access to up-to-date and reliable infor-
mation about the broad, socioeconomic make-up and situation of the victim 
population and, ideally, how they compare to the overall population. Without 
knowing much about the victim population’s (relative) levels of poverty, edu-
cation, employment, and access to shelter and health services, for example, 
policymakers will find it difficult to design and target reparative benefits in the 
best possible way. When a reparations policy is being discussed, this informa-
tion may already be available, as it is not uncommon for international humani-
tarian organizations to carry out detailed assessments of the displaced popu-
lation during a crisis or conflict.29 Academic studies may also be able to help 
policymakers get a clearer picture of the background and situation of the vic-
tim population.30 This type of information collection can be complementary 
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to the work carried out by truth commissions, which tend to focus on the 
nature and truth of the violations, rather than the socioeconomic profile of 
the victim population. Second, policymakers and lawmakers working to turn 
the reparative demands of victims into a real policy need to have a grasp of 
the developmental effects that different benefits are likely to have. Moreover, 
reparations policies may work best in terms of lifting people out of poverty 
if they are coordinated with, or are an integral part of, a broader strategy for 
pro-poor economic growth and development.31 This is necessary to ensure 
that reparations fulfill their forward-looking potential, but it is also a matter of 
good governance. In a context of scarce resources and multiple needs, it would 
be irresponsible to spend significant amounts of public funds on reparations 
without ensuring that they provide the highest possible economic return, 
for the victims as well as for the broader society. Integrating these economic 
aspects into the design of a reparations policy can be a challenge, as those who 
drive reparations policymaking often tend to have a legal and human rights 
background and limited knowledge about how to generate economic growth 
and development. To overcome this hurdle, a multidisciplinary approach must 
be adopted from the outset at both the level of policy development (where 
national and international experts may be consulted) and at the institutional 
level (for example, within a truth commission that has a mandate to make rec-
ommendations on reparations).
 The types of crimes or violations a reparations program can provide 
redress for is, of course, dependent on the types of violations that occurred. 
What a program ends up covering is, however, also invariably a product of the 
specific politics involved in bringing it about. Relevant political actors, in this 
respect, can include the main political parties; civil society actors, including 
religious organizations; victims’ communities and their organizations; the 
international community; and international, regional, or national courts. The 
jurisprudence of such courts has sometimes proved to be one of the catalysts 
for governments to establish reparations programs and, indeed, bring certain 
crimes and violations to the forefront of the political agenda.32 Truth com-
missions require a special mention, as they have played a key role in calling 
for reparations in a number of countries, including Morocco, Chile, Guate-
mala, Peru, and, possibly soon, Nepal. In practice, reparations programs have 
focused on serious violations of basic civil and political rights and interna-
tional humanitarian law, providing redress for, among other crimes, unlawful 
killings and assassinations, torture and unlawful imprisonment, gender-based 
violence, forced disappearances, forced and slave labor, and illegal seizure of 
land and property. Displacement was, as I have already indicated, included as 
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a separate violation in the UNCC mandate,33 the Turkish Law 5233,34 and the 
recent Victims’ Law in Colombia.35 In addition, the Comprehensive Repara-
tions Program in Peru regards those who suffered from forced displacement as 
conflict victims eligible for reparations.36 Whether displacement is treated as a 
separate violation in future reparations programs will depend on local politi-
cal contingencies, including the extent to which international actors advocate 
this as a desirable practice.37

 In addition to the core objective of delivering benefits that are adequate and 
fair to victims of certain crimes,38 reparations programs can serve at least two 
additional objectives: to recognize and acknowledge the victims and what they 
went through and to contribute to reestablishing “civic trust.”39 As already 
indicated, it is the element of recognition and acknowledgment that sets a 
reparations program fully apart from humanitarian assistance, development 
aid, and ordinary social policies.40 This is a complex matter, but it suffices here 
to emphasize that whether victims feel that there is genuine recognition and 
acknowledgment will affect how they perceive the reparations effort as whole. 
Civic trust refers to shared normative expectations and the ability to trust that 
institutions and fellow citizens are acting on the basis of shared values, norms, 
and principles.41 Massive human rights violations tend to leave a legacy of mis-
trust between the victims and the state and, more broadly, a very low level of 
civic trust. Reparations programs can contribute to improving trust between 
the state and the victims (although a serious effort in this respect may well 
require nothing less than a full overhaul of state institutions’ internal cultures 
and management), and they can also, through the affirmation of certain funda-
mental norms such as respect for basic human rights, have a positive impact 
on relationships between citizens (although each context would require 
empirical research to determine whether this is indeed the case). Finally, repa-
rations policies should aim to avoid causing new grievances or social divisions, 
especially in countries that have just emerged from internal conflict. As will 
be discussed later on, this can be a particularly relevant issue in the context of 
reparations for displacement.

defininG displacemenT in THe conTexT of reparaTions

Defining displacement is central to developing a reparations program and 
determining who can benefit from it. The challenge is how to delineate dis-
placement from other types of migration or population movement that should 
not be included in the effort to provide redress. At the international level at 
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least, the determination of what displacement means in the context of tran-
sitional justice has so far received only limited attention. Advocates and sup-
porters of reparations for displacement have mostly defined it as referring to 
internally displaced persons (IDPs) and, to a lesser extent, refugees.42 This is in 
line with the current international protection framework and discourse, which 
focuses mostly on these two categories, with a shift in emphasis from refugees 
to IDPs over the past two decades, usually defended by reference to the greater 
(and increasing) number of IDPs and the smaller (and decreasing) number of 
refugees worldwide.43 This section’s point of discussion concerns the extent to 
which policymakers can regard this international framework—and its implied 
view of migration—as a sufficiently sound basis for constructing and imple-
menting national reparations policies. 

exTernal displacemenT and inTernaTional proTecTion: refuGees

We live in an international system constructed around the concept of state 
sovereignty—that is, the idea that the state has the liberty to do what it wants 
within its own territory.44 In reality, the concept of state sovereignty is more 
complex (and, indeed, limited) than that, but this basic description struc-
tures many of the debates and policies in the international realm. 45 Despite 
globalization and an ever-shrinking world, sovereignty continues to function 
as a description of statehood, a norm that needs to be respected in interna-
tional relations, and a status many continue to aspire to (witness the popula-
tion’s jubilation at the independence of South Sudan in 2011). In this system, 
the management of migration and, more broadly, cross-border movements of 
people is an integral part of each state’s sovereign powers. The regulation of 
who can enter or stay in a state’s territory and the connected activity of bor-
der protection are among the most jealously guarded prerogatives of sovereign 
states. Notice, for example, how the International Covenant on Civil and Polit-
ical Rights carefully protects the right to free movement and choice of resi-
dence within one state only for those who are “lawfully” within that state46 and 
limits states’ right to expulse aliens only on the condition that such expulsion 
should be in accordance with national law.47 Similarly, the covenant accords 
anyone the right to leave any state, including one’s own, but fails to provide a 
corresponding right to access the territory of any state other than one’s own.48 
This background underscores the exceptional nature of the system established 
by the 1951 UN Convention on the Status of Refugees.
 The Refugee Convention establishes an international protection regime 
that obliges all state parties to the convention to allow any “migrant” who falls 
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within its refugee definition to remain in their territory and enjoy their protec-
tion. Article 1.a.2 defines a refugee as a person who, 

owing to well-founded fear of being persecuted for reasons of race, 
religion, nationality, membership of a particular social group or politi-
cal opinion, is outside the country of his nationality and is unable or, 
owing to such fear, is unwilling to avail himself of the protection of that 
country; or who, not having a nationality and being outside the country 
of his former habitual residence as a result of such events, is unable or, 
owing to such fear, is unwilling to return to it.49

Central to the convention’s protection regime is the allocation of a particular 
legal status—“refugee status”—through an individual asylum process, carried 
out by either the national authorities of the host state or the UN High Com-
missioner for Refugees (UNHCR), the international agency mandated with the 
protection of refugees.50 Obtaining refugee status is a formal confirmation 
that the person in question did indeed have a “well-founded fear of being per-
secuted” and hence has the right to remain in the territory of the host state. 
While the 1951 Refugee Convention has had (and continues to have) its critics, 
the fact remains that, sixty years after it came about, it continues to be a source 
of protection for many thousands of people around the world. 
 The question most relevant for the discussion here, however, is whether 
policymakers working on reparations for displacement can assume that, at 
least in the vast majority of cases, the convention’s concept of a refugee ade-
quately captures the category of people who have been displaced beyond the 
borders of their countries of habitual residence. There are at least two reasons 
for exercising caution in relying on this definition in the context of a repara-
tions effort and transitional justice programming more generally. 
 The first reason has to do with the changed nature of migration crises in 
recent decades and the increased gulf between the premises on which the 1951 
Refugee Convention was based and the reality of displacement in the twenty-
first century. Historically, the protection regime established through the con-
vention was created to address a very clear problem: how to protect people 
who are persecuted by their own states for political, religious, or other reasons. 
It also found its origins in the Cold War and the need to protect those “perse-
cuted by Communist regimes.” 51 The core image underlying the convention—
one that many people used to associate with the term refugee—was that of the 
lone opponent of an oppressive regime who, after a heroic fight for democ-
racy and human rights, was forced to flee across borders in fear of his or her 
life. Looking at population movements in the past twenty years, however, it is 
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clear this image no longer reflects the majority of people who flee. Rather than 
a small stream of individuals seeking protection from persecution by their 
governments, present-day migration crises are characterized by large groups 
crossing national borders because of a combination of drivers. Events such as 
the ongoing exodus of thousands of people from Somalia into northeastern 
Kenya and Ethiopia,52 the flight of tens of thousands of people from Libya into 
neighboring Egypt and Tunisia during the uprising against Gadhafi,53 and the 
mass exodus from Zimbabwe to South Africa involving an estimated 2 million 
people between 2005 and 200954 all raise important issues of international 
protection but do not easily fit within, and have little to do with, the param-
eters of the 1951 Refugee Convention. 
 There is a vivid debate within the field of refugee studies about what the 
changed face of forced migration means for the current international refugee 
protection framework.55 In many, if not most, contemporary contexts, only a 
few of those who flee across national borders are likely to be able to show an 
individual, well-founded fear of persecution as demanded by the 1951 Refugee 
Convention. In short, the risk is that a reparations effort for displacement that 
limits its scope to the 1951 definition of a refugee would end up excluding the 
majority of those who left their countries during periods of violent conflict, 
repression, or widespread human rights violations. Clearly, the extent to which 
this risk becomes reality and the degree to which such exclusion matters from 
a transitional justice perspective depend on the context and the reparations 
policy in question; however, it remains a factor to be kept in mind when dis-
cussing how to define displacement in the context of reparations. 
 The second reason for caution has to do with the evolving and frequently 
disputed meaning of the 1951 definition of a refugee. There are two interrelated 
components to this. First, the 1951 refugee concept has been subject to inter-
pretations that, at both the national and international level, have evolved over 
time in conjunction with changes in the broader political, social, and cultural 
environments. Witness, for example, how awareness and practice around the 
gendered use and application of the 1951 definition have evolved over the past 
decades.56 In the 1950s and 1960s, the questions of whether women qualify 
as a social group under the Refugee Convention and whether a well-founded 
fear of persecution for being a women could be a sufficient ground for refu-
gee status were simply not topics of discussion. In contrast, various national 
jurisdictions now extend protection to certain categories of female refugees.57 
Second, interpretations of the 1951 refugee concept differ between, but also 
within, national settings, with some states interpreting the concept liberally 
and broadly and others interpreting it restrictively. Even fundamental issues, 
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such as whether persecution by a non-state actor can give rise to refugee sta-
tus, can receive different answers in different jurisdictions.58 Within states, dif-
ferent authorities, courts, tribunals, and administrative entities involved in the 
asylum process frequently disagree with each other about the exact scope and 
content of the 1951 refugee concept.59 Finally, UNHCR and state parties to the 
convention at times also find themselves at odds over the right interpretation 
of the concept.60 
 In terms of reparations for displacement, we can draw two conclusions 
from the reality of competing interpretations of the 1951 refugee concept. 
First, if policymakers decide to include the 1951 refugee definition in their legal 
framework for reparations, they should clarify and further define certain ele-
ments in the definition to avoid unintentionally excluding certain victims (for 
example, in a situation where the majority of victims suffered from persecu-
tion at the hands of non-state actors, it may be important to explicitly mention 
that this is deemed to be covered by the 1951 refugee definition). Second, the 
fact that different national asylum procedures can lead to different outcomes 
for similar cases puts into question whether a reparations program should 
ever rely solely on refugee status as recognized in the host states to which the 
relevant population has fled. While refugees from countries such as Colom-
bia, Iraq, and Somalia (all countries that have diasporas scattered around the 
world) may have fled similar situations, whether they eventually obtain refu-
gee status will depend on the interpretation used by the asylum process of the 
country where they end up. 
 The broader political environment in the host countries may also influ-
ence how refugees from the same country fare. For example, out of an esti-
mated 455,000 Colombian refugees worldwide, an estimated 86 percent live in 
Ecuador, Panama, and Venezuela.61 Despite having fled under broadly similar 
circumstances, the Colombian refugees’ formal legal situation differs widely 
depending on which of the three countries they ended up in. In Panama and 
Venezuela, “the majority of Colombians in need of international protection 
remain ‘invisible’, not seeking international protection and instead remain-
ing undocumented or using alternative migratory routes,” while in Ecuador, 
“generally the most receptive of these countries to refugees,” many have been 
formally recognized and documented as refugees.62 In situations like these, 
a national reparations program should reinvestigate whether those involved 
have indeed been displaced under conditions amounting to persecution. 
 A final comment here concerns the fact that a significant number of coun-
tries have not ratified the 1951 Refugee Convention, especially in Asia and the 
Middle East.63 The Palestinian refugees are not covered by the 1951 Refugee 
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Convention but instead fall under the mandate of the UN Relief and Works 
Agency for Palestinian Refugees in the Near East.64 Arguably, the Palestinian 
refugee situation is the one that has seen the most research on the question 
of reparations and, especially, land restitution.65 This further underscores the 
limited scope for directly applying the 1951 refugee definition in the context of 
reparations programs.

inTernal displacemenT and inTernaTional proTecTion: idps 

Attempts to develop a specific international protection regime for IDPs came 
to the fore in the 1990s, eventually leading to what has become the key inter-
national document in this regard—the UN Guiding Principles on Internal 
Displacement. Presented by the representative of the secretary-general on the 
human rights of IDPs to the UN Commission on Human Rights in April 1998, 
the Guiding Principles have been gathering increased recognition ever since.66 
Roberta Cohen, one of the protagonists in the political struggle to bring the 
plight of IDPs to the forefront of international attention, points to four reasons 
why the idea that IDPs needed international protection eventually got trac-
tion among key governments and within the United Nations.67 These include a 
growing realization of the security context of internal displacement and, espe-
cially, of how large-scale internal population movements not only can disrupt 
the stability of the affected country but also frequently undermine regional 
and international security. Moreover, the change in the notion of sovereignty 
after the end of the Cold War created a new possibility for crossing borders 
and reaching people in need. Also, the growth in the number of IDPs was an 
important factor: “In 1982, 1.2 million people were found to be uprooted in 
their home countries. Four years later the total had grown to 14 million. By 
1995, there were an estimated 20 to 25 million in more than 40 countries, twice 
as many as refugees.”68 Finally, the asylum agenda had an influence on the 
increasing willingness of the international community to look at international 
protection for IDPs. The post–Cold War increase in refugees, especially from 
the Global South, brought to the fore the idea that protecting and assisting 
people within their own borders was the first line of defense against ever larger 
refugee flows and rising asylum applications. In short, assisting IDPs in their 
own countries was seen as a way to avoid the same people becoming refugees. 
 From a legal perspective, there are significant differences between the inter-
national protection regime for refugees and the one for IDPs. Whereas the 
former is enshrined in an international convention, the latter is laid down in 
an international “soft law” instrument69 developed by a group of international 
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experts but never negotiated and formally adopted by the international com-
munity of states.70 In principle, then, the Guiding Principles are not legally 
binding on states. The proponents of the principles maintain, however, that 
the practical impact of this difference is less than meets the eye, given that the 
principles “are consistent with international human rights law and interna-
tional humanitarian law and to a large extent thus codify and make explicit 
guarantees protecting internally displaced persons that are inherent in these 
bodies of law.”71 In that sense, they only repeat obligations that governments 
already had based on the international “hard law” contained in human rights 
treaties, the Geneva Conventions, and international customary law. The Guid-
ing Principles have in fact become the dominant framework through which 
international actors tend to approach crisis situations involving large internal 
population movements.72 Similarly, an increasing number of national govern-
ments have incorporated the principles into their legislation and displacement 
policies.73 Finally, a number of regional efforts have strengthened the legal and 
political standing of the Guiding Principles, including the Great Lakes Proto-
col on the Protection and Assistance to Internally Displaced Persons, which 
obliges signatory governments to incorporate the Guiding Principles into 
their national laws,74 and the African Union Convention on the Protection and 
Assistance of Internally Displaced Persons in Africa, which is broadly based on 
the Guiding Principles.75

 Can the international protection framework’s conception of displace-
ment be used as a basis for a reparations program? The definition of an IDP is 
much broader than the 1951 definition of a refugee and therefore much more 
grounded in the reality of today’s migration crises. The Guiding Principles 
define IDPs as “persons or groups of persons who have been forced or obliged 
to flee or to leave their homes or places of habitual residence, in particular as 
a result of or in order to avoid the effects of armed conflict, situations of gen-
eralized violence, violations of human rights or natural or human-made disas-
ters, and who have not crossed an internally recognized state border.”76 Using 
this definition in the context of a reparations program for displacement, then, 
is unlikely to lead to the same level of exclusion as the 1951 refugee concept 
would. In that sense, the former may often be more useful to policymakers 
than the latter. However, reparations programs will likely still have to under-
take efforts to identify who is an IDP in a given context.
 It is worth emphasizing here that the term internally displaced person, unlike 
refugee, does not denote a legal status, at least as it is intended in the Guiding 
Principles. As the Handbook for the Protection of Internally Displaced Persons puts 
it, “The IDP definition is a descriptive definition rather than a legal definition,” 
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one that “simply describes the factual situation of a person being uprooted 
within his/her country of habitual residence” and “does not confer a special 
status or rights in the same way that recognition as a refugee does.”77 One 
implication of this is that, from an international perspective, there is no need 
for an equivalent to the asylum process in an IDP context. In practice, however, 
information is often available about IDPs that reparations programs can rely 
on, at least as a starting point. For example, in countries such as Colombia, 
official procedures exist to register IDPs, usually in the context of programs 
intended to provide specific support or assistance to the displaced popula-
tion.78 Furthermore, in most contexts where large-scale displacement is tak-
ing place, international humanitarian actors will register IDPs as part of their 
efforts to manage and target humanitarian aid. One caveat, however, is that 
both official and international registration efforts may not be exhaustive. For 
official procedures, access may be an issue, especially for the most vulnerable 
IDPs, as may be the capacity of national institutions responsible for registra-
tion. International registration efforts tend to focus on IDPs in camps, leaving 
out those living with host families or in rented accommodations in urban set-
tings. Another caveat, which applies especially to international humanitarian 
efforts to register IDPs, concerns the criteria that are used to decide who to 
register and how “tight” the registration process is. Humanitarian registration 
is not an official administrative process, nor is it intended to be. However, the 
extent to which this hinders a reparations program’s adoption of IDP registra-
tion as sufficient evidence for its purposes is a contextual issue that needs to be 
thought through ahead of time. Notwithstanding earlier registration efforts, 
this may be another reason for reparations programs to get involved in deter-
mining who is an IDP.

disTinGuisHinG BeTween volunTarY miGraTion and displacemenT

Providing benefits to victims through a reparations program inevitably 
involves a decision as to who can and who cannot be considered a victim. Such 
choices need to be made at the policy level—that is, at the moment the pro-
gram mandate is being debated and developed—and at the operational level—
that is, when the categories and their respective definitions contained in the 
mandate need to be applied to real-life cases and claims. Two important pit-
falls exist in respect of this exercise: the program can be so restrictive that vic-
tims that reasonably should have been included in the effort to provide redress 
find themselves excluded, or it can be so broad in its mandate or lax in the con-
crete application of the victims’ categories that the program includes people 
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who cannot reasonably be considered victims. If not managed properly, these 
issues have the potential to undermine a reparations effort. 
 Following the international protection framework for forced displace-
ment, the key distinction to be made here is between those who voluntarily 
migrate across or within national borders and those who, against their will, 
become displaced. The protection regimes for both IDPs and refugees want to 
distinguish their own target populations from migrants who leave their homes 
behind to seek a better life abroad or elsewhere in the same country. There 
may be disagreements among advocates and practitioners about the scope and 
application of the Guiding Principles, but “it is clear that [the principles] do 
not apply to persons who move voluntarily from one place to another solely 
in order to improve their economic circumstances.”79 Both the practicability 
of distinguishing between voluntary migration and displacement and the rou-
tine emphasis on socioeconomic migrants as “the other” from whom IDPs and 
refugees need to be distinguished pose challenges for reparations and tend to 
be especially difficult in countries affected by so-called complex emergencies80 
and in contexts where a combination of factors such as state failure, violent 
conflict, human rights violations, livelihood collapse, and environmental deg-
radation drive people to migrate elsewhere in the country or across borders. 
The more protracted a crisis or displacement situation becomes, the more dif-
ficult it is to neatly divide people who left their habitual places of residence 
behind into categories such as IDPs, economic migrants, and refugees.
 The Democratic Republic of Congo (DRC) offers a case in point. Decades 
of mismanagement, repeated foreign interventions, widespread internal con-
flict, and brutal violence have been accompanied by multiple waves of dis-
placement of entire communities across and within national borders.81 Years 
into the transition from war to peace (which officially started in 2003), a large 
portion of the Congolese population struggles to survive in a country where, 
in large parts of the territory, formal institutions have all but ceased to exist 
and violence and displacement continue to be part of daily life.82 As indicated 
in the table earlier in the chapter, many thousands have been affected and are 
now living away from their original homes and villages. Nevertheless, it would 
be extremely difficult to determine who in this population would qualify as 
displaced. As an International Committee of the Red Cross official working 
in the DRC recently wrote: “The labels ‘refugee’, ‘urban IDP’, ‘host family’ and 
‘economic migrant’ may be convenient for aid workers and policymakers but 
they can often be misleading in that they seldom describe a person’s overall 
situation.”83 How, she asks, do you categorize “a family from a village in North 
Kivu which has some members who commute between Goma town and 
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Rwanda selling produce, and others who left after an armed attack and moved 
to Kinshasa in search of a safer and better life”? Are people who share their 
time between Goma and Rwanda “refugees or internally displaced people”? 
And “what about the group of people from a village that has been looted who 
decide to go to a bigger town, having heard that displaced people can make 
money there”? Are their motives “economic or related to armed violence”?84 

Similar conundrums emerge when one takes a closer look at the refugee and 
migration crises affecting countries such as Afghanistan, Iraq, Somalia, and 
Sudan,85 among others, making it very difficult for any future reparations pro-
grams in these places to determine who should be in and who should be out.
 Two final considerations have to do with the almost routine exclusion of 
voluntary, or socioeconomic, migrants from the category of displacement. 
First, in many contexts socioeconomic drivers play a role in the decision to 
move either abroad or elsewhere in the same country (the most common 
example, in this respect, is people moving from rural to urban areas during 
conflict).86 Iraqis who fled post–Saddam Hussein Iraq or moved within the 
country did so for political as well as socioeconomic reasons, including politi-
cal and religious persecution mostly by non-state actors (especially relevant 
for members of Iraq’s small minorities);87 the collapse of law and order and 
the generalized insecurity and violence it engendered; the further deteriora-
tion and, in some areas, collapse of basic public services such as water, electric-
ity, health care, and education;88 the lack of economic opportunities and the 
rapid deterioration of the labor market; and a fundamental pessimism about 
where the country was heading.89 Concepts such as “survival migration”90 and 
“mixed migration flows”91 have been developed to express the complexity of 
migratory movements during crisis situations, but the bottom line is that in 
many circumstances, the dichotomy between political and economic migrants 
simply fails to reflect reality and is unsuitable as the basis for a reparations pro-
gram once the crisis is over. 
 Second, it is debatable whether reparations programs should always 
endorse and reproduce the routine exclusion of socioeconomic deprivation as 
specific and stand-alone grounds for considering displacement nonvoluntary, 
as is done in the context of the international protection framework. There are 
certainly scenarios imaginable where a transition requires coming to terms 
with the fact that a former regime deliberately refused to invest in education, 
health care, and other basic services, siphoned money away from the country 
into private bank accounts (for example, in the context of the exploitation of 
high-value natural resources), and never did anything to save people from pov-
erty and disease. In such circumstances, reparations benefits for the displaced, 
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such as the official recognition of their suffering, the acknowledgment of their 
rights, and the restoration of civic trust, may need to be extended to victims of 
economic deprivation, including those who had to leave their homes behind 
to survive. Of course, doing so may be difficult if the available resources are 
limited, but this is more a matter of how different violations (and categories of 
victims) are prioritized than a matter of resources per se.
 Given that the causes of displacement and the movement of people them-
selves are often diverse and characterized by “mixed flows, multifarious moti-
vations and multiple labels,” 92 policymakers and experts alike are well advised 
to keep the concept of displacement open, at least at the outset of the policy 
development process. Automatically assuming that the categories and distinc-
tions emanating from the international protection framework are adequate for 
the local context may mean excluding people who should be included in any 
reparations effort for displacement. A careful analysis of the local realities of 
both external and internal displacement is indispensable before deciding how 
the reparations policy in question should define displacement and whether 
displacement is, in the particular transitional context, an adequate ground for 
reparations. Discussing, negotiating, and determining what displacement is 
and means in the given context needs to be a central component of the partici-
patory process of establishing a reparations program. Whether such an exer-
cise can establish a clear line between voluntary migration and displacement 
that does not exclude some of the displaced while including those who are not 
displaced and that can be realistically applied depends on the context. In many 
of the countries listed in the table earlier in the chapter, achieving such results 
would not be easy.

reparaTions for displacemenT and parTicipaTion

It is often said that the quality of the process of coming to a reparations pro-
gram can be as important as the quality of the program itself. The thinking is 
that broad participation in the discussion and decisionmaking about what rep-
arations policies are necessary in a particular context may in itself be a power-
ful signifier that from now on, governance and community relations will be 
different from what went on in the period before the transition. Whereas, it is 
argued, a reparations policy put together by a small, closed group of decision-
makers with little or no consultation with the victims or the wider population 
may signal that the transition is really just “more of the same” and the repara-
tions program is more an attempt to appease than a genuine effort to provide 
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redress. Moreover, participatory processes are also seen as a means to encour-
age victims’ ownership of the reparations program and as having a “potential 
healing effect on victims and communities.”93 Similarly, it is often argued that 
a process leading up to a reparations program in which victims are consulted 
and treated as full citizens and rights’ bearers can in and of itself be an impor-
tant step in achieving the symbolic goals of reparations. Finally, consultation is 
seen as a “virtue that will make reparations more responsive to reality and thus 
more effective.”94

 While using a participatory process to develop a reparations program is 
commonly seen as good practice, real participation can be difficult to achieve, 
even in contexts where no large-scale displacement has taken place.95 What, for 
example, does meaningful participation consist of in contexts such as Colom-
bia or the DRC, where hundreds of thousands of people have been affected by 
violence and human rights violations? Truth commissions have demonstrated 
they can fulfill an important role in engaging with victims’ communities96 but 
may not be in a position to reach more than a fraction of the victim popula-
tion in situations where numbers run into the hundreds of thousands. Involv-
ing victims’ organizations, nongovernmental organizations, and civil society 
groups is another way of trying to ensure that a reparations program reflects 
victims’ needs and concerns, but their representativeness of the wider victim 
population is not always a given. Moreover, such groups tend to be heteroge-
neous in terms of the types of violations they focus on, and strong differences 
in political clout or sympathy, cultural approaches, and levels of negotiating 
experience often exist among victims’ organizations.97 This can lead to conflict 
and disputes between organizations around, for example, the nature and scope 
of the desired reparations effort. Surveys may be a good way of gauging what 
victims’ perceptions of justice and reparations are in contexts where numbers 
or local circumstances do not allow for actual engagement, but this remains 
quite far removed from a real participatory process.98 Finally, creative solu-
tions involving customary forms of social mobilization, grassroots confer-
ences, and other bottom-up consultation processes99 can be useful, but achiev-
ing real participation is invariably a big challenge, especially when it comes to 
the most vulnerable victims.
 Experience has shown that in contexts where displacement has occurred 
on a massive scale, the engagement of all relevant actors tends to be even 
more complicated than normal, both politically and logistically. In practice, 
“sufficient engagement with displaced persons has often not been the case,” 
although a number of truth commissions, including the ones in Guatemala 
and Liberia, have engaged with refugees and internally displaced persons.100 
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Moreover, beyond participation in the determination of what a reparations 
effort should look like in a given context, large-scale displacement also tends 
to raise specific operational and technical challenges related to the displaced 
population’s access to reparations. In Iraq, for example, the Property Claims 
Commission has so far been unable to process the approximately 5,000 
claims it received from Iraqis living outside the country because of a lack of 
specific rules and procedures for engaging with claimants who live abroad. 
In Colombia, the extent to which refugees will be able to claim reparations 
under the recent Victims’ Law remains to be seen, but there is no doubt that 
significant obstacles exist.101 Common hurdles are related to documentation 
and evidence, a lack of financial and human resources, and difficulties in coor-
dination and management.102 While these can be formidable, the remainder 
of this section will focus more on participation in the development of repara-
tions policies. 

enGaGinG THe diaspora

Recent advances in technology have expanded the ways diaspora communi-
ties can interact with the home country. Cheaper and faster communications 
accessible to a broader swath of the population have quite literally shortened 
distances between those who remained and those who left. More research-
ers than ever before are now studying the diaspora-conflict-peace nexus,103 
although so far they have paid only limited attention to how diaspora commu-
nities can contribute to (or, indeed, undermine) transitional justice efforts in 
their countries of origin.104 The diaspora concept itself is quite fuzzy and can 
have different meanings depending on the context and who is using it,105 but 
for our purposes the concept is most usefully understood as including political 
refugees, alien residents, guest workers, immigrants, and overseas communi-
ties more broadly. This can be complemented with the notion that the dias-
pora concept is best seen as building on three criteria: “dispersal; settlement in 
multiple locations; and the idea of a ‘homeland.’”106

 Concerning the possible involvement of members of a diaspora in the 
development of reparations policies (whether or not they eventually include 
reparations for displacement), a number of factors are important to keep in 
mind. First is the heterogeneous nature of most, if not all, diaspora groups in 
terms of socioeconomic stratification, political views and allegiances, levels 
of social and political organization, and remaining connections and interests 
with the homeland.107 Members of the diaspora may, for instance, disagree 
about what peace and transitional justice in the home country should look 
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like. The makeup of diaspora groups can also vary strongly from host country 
to host country. These differences may have been there from the outset (for 
example, the socioeconomic background of Iraqis fleeing to Jordan between 
2003 and 2006 tended to differ somewhat from the background of those leav-
ing Iraq for Syria)108 or may arise from the different experiences provided by 
life in different host countries (for example, whether Palestinian refugees live 
in a camp in Lebanon or in a nice neighborhood of New York will inevitably 
have some influence on their outlook on life). Similarly, the politics of differ-
ent host countries toward the diaspora or the diaspora’s home country also 
tends to be a factor of influence regarding the scope of diaspora engagement in 
peacebuilding and transitional justice. 
 Good reasons exist to involve the diaspora in the development of transi-
tional justice initiatives beyond the fact that at least some of its members will 
have been victims of persecution or human rights violations. If it is indeed true 
that, as a number of researchers have argued, diasporas can often play a nega-
tive role in perpetuating conflict or increasing the risk of a recurrence of con-
flict, then obtaining their political engagement in peacebuilding, post-conflict 
recovery, and transitional justice may be crucial for a sustained peace.109 More-
over, it may also facilitate their eventual reintegration into the home country, 
if they eventually decide to return. Such engagement with the diaspora is, 
however, best seen as a multidimensional effort that needs to include but also 
go beyond simple outreach by the home state government.110 It may require 
the political mobilization of diaspora communities around a set of com-
mon goals; engagement with host states, which may look suspiciously at any 
political activity with or in the diaspora; and outreach by diaspora victims to 
those victims who remained behind in the home state to try to foster a shared 
transitional justice project. Finally, it is important to underscore that the posi-
tive impact of diaspora engagement is not a given. The effect of transnational 
peacebuilding activities “remains less than clear,” as “the existing literature 
relies to a large extent on speculations and hypotheses to assess impact.”111

 In practice, then, some risks are attached to the involvement of the dias-
pora, which, depending on the context, may require careful management (pos-
ing the difficult question of who would be able to perform such management). 
One element to highlight is that the diaspora’s involvement in the policy devel-
opment of reparations may be driven by a small group of its members who 
want to seize the opportunity of the transition to get their wealth back. As 
such, this may not be problematic, except that the immediate aftermath of the 
cessation of violence or the change of a regime may give this group a compara-
tive advantage to push through a reparations program that primarily serves its 
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own interests, which may or may not be aligned with those of the victims who 
never left or the less wealthy among the diaspora victims. The establishment 
of the Iraq Property Claims Commission, for example, had originally more to 
do with the advocacy and lobbying by a small group of Iraqi exiles (who had 
been able to organize themselves during their years abroad, including some 
spent in the United States) than with any consultations with or endorsement 
by the victims who had remained in Saddam Hussein’s Iraq (who had had little 
opportunity to organize themselves and formulate their desired transitional 
justice policies). While the diaspora’s role as a transitional justice front-runner 
can be a good thing, it can also deepen tensions between diaspora actors and 
those who were never able to leave. Arguably, this risk is heightened in situa-
tions where displacement was protracted and exile was spent in countries that 
were much better off economically than the homeland (think, for example, of 
Somali exiles living in London or Helsinki versus those living through the con-
flict in Somalia). 

parTicipaTion of idps: Business as usual? 

In principle, the participation of IDPs in the development of reparations 
policies should not raise challenges that, politically and operationally, dif-
fer greatly from those related to ensuring that the wider victim population is 
fully engaged. The fact they remained within national borders means that, at 
least theoretically, they remain within reach of the national authorities. Practi-
cal hurdles such as a lack of documentation (including official identity docu-
ments and birth certificates) may affect IDPs as well as other types of victims, 
especially in countries where the state apparatus is rather weak and under-
developed. Moreover, the common assumption that IDPs are necessarily the 
most vulnerable victims—and hence the most difficult to reach and engage in 
participatory processes to establish a national reparations policy—does not 
always hold true and needs to be reassessed in each context.112 Also, in terms 
of their ability to politically organize themselves, IDPs may be stronger and 
more advanced than other, nondisplaced victims. This is the case in Colom-
bia, where the strongest victims’ organizations tend to be those representing 
IDPs.113 Finally, the reality or perception of international humanitarian atten-
tion focusing exclusively on IDPs can cause resentment and anger among 
other vulnerable groups. Where that is the case, centering the subsequent rep-
arations debate on the displaced (who may be the largest group within the uni-
verse of victims) can lead to victim competition, which may hinder the objec-
tives of reparations. 
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miGranTs in TransiTion conTexTs: a forGoTTen Group?

Recent events in Libya have brought migrants, and especially migrant work-
ers, onto the radar screen of the international protection community. Before 
the uprising against the Gadhafi regime, Libya counted an estimated 2.5 mil-
lion foreign workers in the country, employed in the oil industry, construction, 
and the informal sector.114 In the recent conflict, reports indicate, migrants 
from sub-Saharan Africa suffered abuse and human rights violations “at the 
hand both of the rebels and of Gadhafi loyalists,” under the accusation of being 
“foreign mercenaries.”115 As of November 14, 2011, close to 770,000 of those 
migrants had fled Libya either to neighboring countries or, often with inter-
national assistance, back home farther afield.116 Many observers have argued 
that this crisis “highlighted a gap in the international regime for protection 
of IDPs and in particular migrant workers” and further “called into question 
the relevance to modern humanitarian crises of a dated refugee definition.”117 
Some have criticized the lack of clarity about whether migrant workers who 
are displaced within the country where they work are actually covered by the 
Guiding Principles on Internal Displacement. This lack of attention to the fate 
of migrants during crises is symptomatic of the broader reluctance at the inter-
national level to seriously engage with the human rights of migrants, during 
war and peace. It is no coincidence that the International Convention on the 
Protection of Rights of All Migrant Workers and Members of Their Families 
has seen the “slowest progress between initial adoption and ultimate entry into 
force, and the smallest number of participating countries” of any international 
treaty.118 This, in turn, is a further confirmation of socioeconomic migrants 
as the “other” in international protection discourse and practice in relation to 
displacement, as discussed earlier in the chapter. 
 The events in Libya have shown, however, that in a globalized world, reg-
ular and irregular migrant workers are increasingly affected by conflict and 
widespread human rights violations. Beyond the challenge of international 
protection, this poses the question of how and to what extent reparations 
programs can and should take this group into account, both as participants 
and as eventual beneficiaries. This applies to reparations programs providing 
redress for displacement in situations, such as Libya, where migrant work-
ers are forced to flee the country in which they work, sometimes under direct 
threats and as victims of looting and extortion. It is also relevant for repara-
tions efforts focusing on human rights violations more broadly—for example, 
when migrant workers are among the victims of a brutal dictatorship, as most 
likely is the case in Libya. Many challenges may exist to achieving redress, 
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including resistance from the “indigenous” to the inclusion of migrants in local 
transitional justice efforts, the logistical difficulties of reaching out to people 
who have returned home (possibly temporarily),119 and the challenge of how 
to deal with irregular migrant workers who, as in the Libyan context, made 
up the majority of migrant workers in the country. In addition, there is always 
the danger of overloading reparations and other transitional justice measures 
with more issues than they can handle. At the same time, however, if labor and 
other migrants are permanent features of the transitional society in question, 
it is difficult to see how the objectives of reparations could be achieved without 
including them, as they form an integral part of the local social fabric. 

inTernaTional aspecTs of displacemenT and reparaTions

Another issue is how a reparations effort can address the international features 
of displacement, which are easiest to observe when large numbers of refugees 
cross borders into neighboring countries. At the local level, the communi-
ties living in the areas where refugees settle will invariably be affected by this 
new population. Mass displacement tends to have “a profound effect on eco-
systems and consequently on livelihoods and state stability” and hence on the 
likelihood of human rights violations and, indeed, further displacement.120 
Things may become especially complicated when, over time, those refugees 
become independent players in the local political landscape or an integral part 
of local conflict and strife. The Palestinian refugees in Lebanon and their role 
in the civil war there may be an extreme, but in no way isolated, example of 
how the destinies of a refugee community and a host community can become 
intimately connected.121 The international drivers of displacement both inside 
and outside national borders are often connected to the nature of contem-
porary conflict. “Conflict in the Global South has been shown to spill into 
neighboring states through the spread of small arms, the movement of armed 
groups and the policies of neighboring states,” whereby population move-
ments are clearly “linked to the regionalization of conflict.”122 The reality that 
communities can be victims of multiple instances of displacement involving 
movement both within and across national borders further underscores that 
the phenomenon cannot always be explained by reference to national factors 
(and actors) alone. 
 In such situations, focusing on reparations at the national level risks 
divorcing those efforts from the reality of what people went through, as well 
as potentially excluding actors that can be considered victims of displacement 
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(for instance, host communities in neighboring countries that eventually 
become displaced themselves because of pressures from the arriving refu-
gees). Whether a regional approach is desirable and feasible depends on the 
existing linkages between the states involved and the people living in those 
states, their joint histories and political evolutions, the presence of an identity 
of regional belonging overlaying national and local identities, and the extent 
to which regional displacement is interconnected as a whole. While there are 
as yet no real examples of regional reparations programs,123 recent policy 
initiatives such as the International Conference on the Great Lakes Region 
in eastern and central Africa and the ensuing Great Lakes Pact can serve as 
examples in this respect. The pact, which grew out of a realization that people 
living in the Great Lakes area are so “interlinked ethnically, culturally and lin-
guistically that the instability initially generated by purely internal causes in 
each country quickly spread to generate and maintain the dynamic conflict 
in the entire region,”124 was adopted by regional governments on December 
15, 2006, and set out new norms, standards, and mechanisms for protecting 
displaced persons.125 While the process through which the pact came about 
can serve as an example (involving governments, civil society actors, and 
international and national experts), the difficulties related to its subsequent 
implementation, including the lack of sustained political will and the barriers 
caused by weak and dysfunctional state institutions, point toward the pos-
sible limitations of a regional approach. At the same time, in contexts where 
resources are extremely limited, the regional pooling of resources may be one 
(partial) step forward. 

reparaTions for forced displacemenT: remedies 

As explained at the outset, large-scale human rights violations usually call 
for reparations to be approached as a matter of providing benefits directly to 
victims rather than as an attempt to achieve full restitution. Concerning what 
those benefits should be, there is no magic formula that can be applied in every 
situation. As a general minimum standard, those benefits should at least be 
adequate and fair, and where appropriate, they should be targeted to reduce 
victims’ overall socioeconomic vulnerability. When it comes to material ben-
efits, this standard does not require a direct link between the actual material 
losses victims sustained and the eventual benefits the reparations program 
provides to them. Of course, victims may well dismiss benefits as unfair and 
inadequate if no such link exists, but this is not always the case. One example is 
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the German Forced Labor Compensation Program, which between 2000 and 
2006 provided former forced and slave laborers from the Nazi era with mon-
etary compensation.126 Despite the fact that the compensation amounts were 
very low compared to the material, physical, and psychological losses many 
victims had sustained, the program appears to have been generally accepted as 
adequate and fair and, indeed, a legitimate way to bring closure to this particu-
lar reparations issue politically.127 It is hence a good example of a reparations 
effort where a remedy not directly connected to the actual loss (and also never 
presented as such) provided some measure of justice to the victims. As regards 
the symbolic benefits of recognition and acknowledgment, these relate, by 
their very nature, more to the violations than the ensuing losses (although offi-
cially recognizing and acknowledging those violations often involves a simul-
taneous reference to the losses victims sustained as a consequence). In broad 
terms, the options and limitations (fiscal and otherwise) regarding the types 
of benefits that can be provided in the context of large-scale reparations for 
displacement are not substantially different from those in the context of repa-
rations for other human rights violations, although underlying needs may, of 
course, be somewhat different. 
 One particularly sensitive issue is how to rank material reparations for dis-
placement among redress measures for other violations. In large-scale repara-
tions programs, benefits are best tied to violations, rather than to the actual 
material losses of individual victims. Unless the same material redress is pro-
vided for each type of violation, a reparations program has to somehow rank 
the different types of violations it covers, so as to decide what benefits to attach 
to what violation. For example, if the material redress is compensation, then 
the issue is what violation should be granted the highest amount of compensa-
tion, which one the second highest, and so on all the way down to the violation 
that will be granted the lowest amount. The alternative of providing the same 
amount to all victims independent of the type of violation they have suffered 
has, at least to my knowledge, never been put into practice, possibly because it 
would be perceived as unfair and unjust (even if we can agree that all victims 
of human rights violations in a particular country have suffered, we usually 
also can agree that certain violations cause graver suffering than others). Any 
ranking needs to conform to the prevailing moral code and sensibilities of the 
society, and of course, whose code and sensibilities should prevail will likely 
be a source of disagreement. Arguably, those whose moral code and sensibili-
ties matter most are the victims themselves, and ideally, a reparations program 
would appeal to the largest possible number of victims in this respect, avoid-
ing creating new or deepening existing divisions among victims.128
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 Displacement may be more difficult to rank or even accept as a separate 
violation than other abuses, such as torture and murder, and this has to do 
with the perception of victims who did not leave regarding those who did. 
In the eyes of the former, it is not always true that the latter suffered more. 
Indeed, those who did not leave may see those who left as the lucky ones and 
may have little enthusiasm for creating a specific material remedy for the dis-
placed. While there are no universally applicable rules here, mixed sentiments 
may more likely be felt about a diaspora than an internally displaced popula-
tion, especially after a protracted period of displacement. It is not uncommon 
for real tensions to exist between those who lived through years or decades 
of repression, human rights violations, or conflict and those who spent those 
same years as refugees living elsewhere.129 
 A number of points should be made concerning what types of restitution 
would be suitable for displaced populations. First, the preferences and priori-
ties of the displaced—often informed by their socioeconomic situation—must 
be considered, so that where victim populations are poor and vulnerable, the 
emphasis will lie on measures that help reestablish living conditions and eco-
nomic security.130 Cash compensation frequently makes it to the top of the 
list of victims’ preferred benefits,131 sometimes driven by a lack of faith that 
the government will deliver on other, more long-term reparative measures. In 
Timor-Leste, for example, IDPs showed little faith in the government’s promise 
to build new houses, instead preferring immediate cash payments as a condi-
tion for their leaving the camps.132 Notably, these priorities often reflect press-
ing needs rather than specific ideas victims may have about what reparations 
should offer them as distinct from humanitarian aid, social services, or state 
support, broadly speaking.133 As argued earlier, these preferences then need 
to be counterbalanced with considerations related to the economic effective-
ness of benefits and their ability to lift victims out of poverty and vulnerability. 
The latter consideration may point toward measures that increase long-term 
self-sufficiency for the victims, such as improved access to higher education, 
livelihood support, and also cash grants, with or without incentives to spend 
this money on services and items that have a durable effect. Second, the Frame-
work on Durable Solutions for Internally Displaced Persons can also provide 
guidance on the choice of benefits.134 It defines a durable solution as having 
been achieved when IDPs “no longer have any specific assistance and protec-
tion needs that are linked to their displacement and can enjoy their human 
rights without discrimination resulting from their displacement.”135 In addi-
tion to pointing toward measures that can assist IDPs with return, local inte-
gration, or resettlement, the Framework provides eight criteria that can be 
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used to determine the extent to which a durable solution has been achieved, 
which can guide policymakers considering what reparative benefits are the 
most adequate for victims of displacement.136 
 As argued earlier, one crucial step in designing a reparations program that 
can make a real contribution to pro-poor growth and development is to carry 
out an assessment of the overall socioeconomic situation of the victim popula-
tion, including the extent to which it has access to basic services. Such assess-
ments should also include a comparative element, so that the situation of the 
displaced population is evaluated against that of the overall population. In 
Colombia, studies have demonstrated “the precarious living conditions of dis-
placed households . . . in comparison to the rest of the Colombian population 
living in poverty, and specifically in relation to the non-displaced neighboring 
households of the same economic stratum.”137 Findings such as this not only 
help quantify the negative impact of displacement on those affected but can 
also play a positive role in building political support for a reparations effort 
that includes the displaced, as well as increasing understanding and acknowl-
edgment of what this population has experienced. Where governments lack 
the capacity to carry out such assessments, international support is often 
available in the form of institutional capacity building or as part of interna-
tional humanitarian or development assistance programs. 
 The idea that reparations for displacement should help victims overcome 
its consequences raises the issue of how reparations efforts differ from human-
itarian assistance, early recovery support, and development aid.138 Conceptu-
ally, reparations efforts sit closer to early recovery than humanitarian aid, at 
least if humanitarian efforts include only immediate life-saving support such 
as the distribution of food and water and the provision of tents. The Cluster 
Working Group on Early Recovery defines early recovery as “a multidimen-
sional process” that “begins early in humanitarian settings,” is “guided by devel-
opment principles,” and aims to “generate self-sustaining national owned and 
resilient processes for post-crisis recovery.”139 In terms of activities, it covers 
“the restoration of basic services, livelihoods, shelter, governance, security and 
the rule of law, environment and social dimensions, including the reintegra-
tion of displaced populations.”140 Early recovery activities are mostly carried 
out by the same national and international actors that provide humanitarian 
assistance. While it would be beyond the scope of this chapter to exhaustively 
discuss possible overlaps and differences between early recovery, on the one 
hand, and reparations, on the other, the following considerations arise.
 The principal distinction between reparations measures and early recovery 
support does not lie in the type of benefits national and international actors 
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can use to achieve their respective goals. Any benefit that can be used to repair 
victims’ lives (compensation, preferential access to basic services, allocation of 
land and housing, the provision of psychosocial support) can, at least in prin-
ciple, also be used by actors trying to foster the early recovery of communities 
and individuals affected by crisis. The Timor-Leste National Recovery Strategy 
adopted to address the 2006 internal displacement crisis, for example, pro-
vided IDPs with cash grants to cover the destruction, looting, or damaging of 
their homes. Presented in a different language—as compensation for a viola-
tion of rights—this strategy could, from a benefits perspective alone, easily 
have qualified as a reparations effort, even though it was not.141 Nor does the 
distinction necessarily lie in the process through which reparations and early 
recovery come about. Reparations and early recovery guidelines and manuals 
emphasize the need to use participatory processes that bring to light the prior-
ities and demands of the victims or beneficiaries themselves, even if those pro-
cesses are often flouted in practice. Clearly, it can also not just be a matter of 
what language or discourse is used to describe the effort: it is unlikely that vic-
tims would accept a government simply requalifying social or humanitarian 
assistance as “reparations” (on the other hand, deliberately not defining cash 
grants as compensation or reparations does, inevitably, disqualify an effort for 
the reparations label).142 Instead, the main distinction between reparations and 
early recovery can be found in the broader political context, including the pub-
lic discourse around the efforts, whether they are treated as official acknowl-
edgments of past violations and are openly intended to provide justice for past 
suffering, and the perceived good faith of decisionmakers. The distinction also 
has to do with what other measures a government takes to address past vio-
lations, including efforts to unearth the truth, promote and achieve account-
ability, and engage in genuine institutional reforms.143 Not all these measures 
need to happen simultaneously,144 but a broader transitional justice process of 
sorts is required to elevate a benefits-for-victims program above the “ordinary” 
provision of humanitarian assistance or social support. 

limiTaTions of reparaTions for displacemenT:  

fraGile sTaTes and exTreme poverTY

 As the table earlier in the chapter testifies, displacement often occurs in con-
texts where poverty is widespread, the most basic of needs remain unmet for 
important portions of the population, and state and governance structures 
are weak or in some parts of the territory nonexistent. Developing effective 
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reparations measures in such contexts can be challenging, in part because of 
the sheer number of people affected by displacement and hence the size of the 
universe of victims that a reparations program needs to cover. The two main 
challenges to be overcome in such contexts are (1) where to find the financial 
resources to fund the administration and implementation of a large-scale repa-
rations effort and (2) how to operationalize the provision of benefits to tens or 
hundreds of thousands of victims in a more or less efficient and fair manner. 
 The issue of material resources is one of absolute scarcity and prioritiza-
tion of available means. Absolute scarcity occurs in situations where the 
state, as the entity responsible for providing effective remedies to victims of 
human rights violations, has no resources to cover a reparations effort for all 
the victims. Funding by the international community may be an alternative, 
but examples where international funds have actually been used for providing 
reparations remain scarce, although attitudes may slowly be shifting in this 
respect.145 The prioritization of available means is possible when at least some 
material resources are available but spending more on reparations is likely 
to require spending less on something else. This dilemma (which needs to be 
looked at carefully in each situation, as it is open to abuse by those oppos-
ing reparations for political reasons) is starkest when widespread poverty 
also requires increased spending on basic needs. While it is well beyond this 
chapter to discuss this (potential) dilemma in depth,146 two related points are 
worth emphasizing. 
 In situations where victims are mostly poor—for example, in Colom-
bia147—the apparent tension between development and reparations spending 
can be reduced (if not resolved) by tailoring benefits with their developmen-
tal impact in mind.148 If benefits provided to victims by a reparations program 
also allow them to escape poverty in a durable manner, then the goals of both 
development and reparations may have been met. If benefits are designed 
with a vulnerability- and poverty-reduction goal in mind, then implementing 
reparations not only has a fiscal cost but also offers fiscal benefits through an 
eventual reduction in expenditures on humanitarian assistance, social aid, and 
so on. This needs to be carefully looked at in each situation, but as a starting 
point, reparations are best seen as potentially generating both fiscal costs and 
fiscal benefits. 
 The institutional challenges related to the implementation of a reparations 
program involving tens or hundreds of thousands of displaced persons inside 
and across national borders may be as formidable as the material resource chal-
lenge in contexts where state institutions are fragile. Issues of transparency, 
corruption, central control, political bias, and a lack of state presence in parts 
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of the territory may individually or collectively render the implementation of 
a reparations program extremely challenging. The need to involve embassies, 
consular offices, and host governments to reach refugees and other displaced 
populations can further complicate the picture of how to achieve this where 
state institutions struggle to even carry out the most basic tasks. International 
support and capacity building can help, but institutional building is inher-
ently a long-term process. As a rule, practicability needs to be a central con-
cern from the beginning: it is no good designing or advocating for measures of 
redress that go well beyond what local institutions can implement. 
 Material and institutional constraints should not, however, be an excuse 
for not doing anything at all in terms of reparations for displacement. They 
do not, for instance, prevent governments from implementing symbolic repa-
rations efforts in line with victims’ demands.149 There are multiple, displace-
ment-focused symbolic measures that can be conceived, and what can be 
done is limited primarily by what victims themselves consider to be real and 
meaningful efforts. Examples include the official recognition that displace-
ment did take place, that it was caused by the deliberate acts of concrete actors, 
and that displaced people were also victims of human rights violations.150 
Official accounts that simply blame displacement on generalized violence and 
instability, and suggest that no identifiable actors can be held accountable for 
the fact that so many people had to leave their homes and livelihoods behind, 
are unlikely to achieve the restorative goals sought by reparations and other 
transitional justice efforts.151 Memorialization and the inclusion of the experi-
ence and causes of displacement in the official posttransitional historical nar-
rative can be meaningful, although the dangers of an excessive politicization 
of the “new” national history are always present in transitional situations.152 
Similarly, the systematic revision of official rules and practices concerning 
how the state responds to the particular needs and circumstances of the for-
merly displaced population can make a positive contribution, especially if it 
occurs against the background of a broader transitional justice effort. Finally, 
symbolic reparations can also involve supporting particular ceremonies (tra-
ditional or otherwise),153 changing the names of streets or institutions,154 
and erecting monuments or artworks connected to the displacement experi-
ence. In and of themselves, symbolic reparations may not answer to all the 
victims’ expectations, but a genuine effort does have the potential to make a 
meaningful difference. It can also make a significant contribution to—and be 
an integral part of—restoring confidence in the state and transforming state 
institutions, a necessary ingredient of any policy aimed at breaking the cycle of 
violent conflict that affects so many fragile states.155
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 It is also important to keep in mind the connection between the success 
of humanitarian assistance and economic development, on the one hand, and 
demands for material reparations, on the other. As pointed out earlier, victims’ 
concrete reparations demands will often be closely connected to their socio-
economic situation. To somewhat oversimplify: the more victims are affected 
by poverty, a lack of livelihood opportunities, and overall vulnerability, the 
more likely their reparative demands will focus on material and livelihood 
support measures. The high expectations that victims invest in material repa-
rations can also reflect the lack of other avenues available to them for improv-
ing their circumstances. While somewhat speculative, it is difficult not to see a 
relationship between Colombian civil society actors’ strong advocacy for, and 
high political investment in, demands for material reparations for IDPs and 
the continued poverty of IDPs in both absolute and relative terms compared 
to the overall Colombian population.156 When past assistance and ongoing 
economic development policies fail to bring people out of their misery, the 
displaced may invest reparations measures with hopes and expectations that 
they cannot really fulfill. This further underscores the need to make effective 
victims’ assistance, as well as pro-poor economic development that includes 
the targeting of victims of past violations, a central part of the overall transi-
tional effort. Addressing the social and economic marginalization of victims 
is not only necessary to reduce pressures on, and unrealistic expectations in, 
material reparations, but it is also required to reduce the chances of vulnerable 
populations becoming victims of human rights violations again in the future. 

conclusion

Displacement in situations of conflict, oppression, and widespread human 
rights violations is a complex phenomenon that cannot be easily reduced to a 
matter of refugees and IDPs alone. A key understanding of how displacement 
has played out in a given context, how the experiences of the displaced and 
the nondisplaced have differed, and perceptions of and within the displaced 
population is essential in determining whether reparations for displacement 
are appropriate. Whether they are deemed appropriate or not will (and should) 
usually be determined by local, inclusive politics, but to the extent that inter-
national advocacy has a role to play in this determination, it should start by 
understanding how displacement fits within the broader local cultural, social, 
economic, and political context, as assumptions about who is vulnerable and 
who should be considered a victim may bring more problems than assistance 
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to the displaced. Even the use of the term victim to describe the displaced pop-
ulation may not fit well with dominant self-perceptions and identities in a 
particular situation. Finally, thinking about reparations for displacement also 
brings to the fore how reparations can integrate the realities of today’s global-
ized world, where national causes are frequently insufficient to explain crises, 
and where reparations may need to reach those beyond a given national com-
munity. When oppression and human rights violations happen in Libya, com-
munities in countries as far afield as Bangladesh feel the effects and, indeed, 
have victims in their midst. How reparations measures, and transitional justice 
more broadly, can grapple with these issues without sinking under expecta-
tions they will never be able to fulfill remains one of the main challenges ahead 
for the field. 
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